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About This Game

Have you ever wanted to poop on party goers but were too socially awkward to just go for it? Well, Super Duper Party Pooper is
about to change all that. In this follow up to the smash hit There’s Poop In My Soup by Rudder Games the player will find

themselves in the middle of a raw human story of existential panic.

Visit exotic locations, travel from beijing to paris, from the polar ice caps to desert islands Sample the local delicacies, let them
pile up inside until you couldn’t possibly take anymore, then, turn around, take aim, and drop a deuce or two on the party crowd.
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Super Duper Party Pooper is a rhythm based party pooping simulator that has the player chomping down as much food as
possible to the beat of the music. The more food you eat, the more poops you create, much like real life. The player then

unleashes those poops onto the party crowd trying to rack up as many points as possible, allowing them to unlock new locations
and bonus features.

But the fun doesn’t stop there, Players can add their own music to the game and poop to the beat of their favorite tunes, you can
pinch a loaf to the beat of beyonce’s new hit single, drop a deuce to michael jackson's thriller or drop the kids off at the pool

while listening to Adele’s relationship problems, the poosibilities are endless. The game also features Steam Workshop
integration and the characters are completely customizable allowing the community to edit or create new characters, animations,

pooping styles and more.

There are parties out there just begging to get pooped on, what are you waiting for?
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Title: Super Duper Party Pooper
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
K Bros Games
Publisher:
K Bros Games
Release Date: 6 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 7, 8

Processor: 2GHz

Graphics: 512MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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You know, the game itself is awful. My half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥Let's Play got flagged by Youtube for having Hitman music in it. The
car steers like you're trying to steer a washing machine, it has voice acting that is aggressively bad, no sanity check for your
character's one liners and accents none of a team of drunken idiots could place. It's bad enough that I couldn't complete the LP
without copious amounts of booze and I couldn't be bothered to edit it because it's just boring after the initial trainwreck wears
off. Then you get to the ending. And they make a Dr. Mengele joke.

tl;dr: Even drunk and with company this game was bad and ends with Nazis.. Curator Review:

Tidalis takes place on a remote island where your goal is to solve puzzles and make your way through the story. Involving both
brainteasers and an adventure mode, Tidalis is an innovative and relaxing puzzle game allowing the player to move at their own
pace and encouraging creative thinking. Absolutely worth the dollar per hour 7\/10

https:\/\/youtu.be\/gNx0rglACVc. after 4 evenings playing the questions repetat, all of them.... not worth the money. If you
enjoyed the base game, than you will love all the DLC.. It's ok. Pretty boring after an hour.. This is a strange game four stories
with very little connection and no underlying background to give you a clue what is going on. Some of the puzzles are extremely
hard while many are extremely simple.
Come out of this game wandering what it is you have spent your time doing and why.
Episode four has some technical issues with problems with frame rate not experienced in the others. No obvious reason why.

If there was a connection theme then this game could be a classic but at the moment no.

6\/10

Will recommend simply because the puzzles are okay and the stories themselves not bad.
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Okay game, nice to kill a little time without much thought.. I honestly regret buying this game, as both a fan of music and puzzle
games I thought it would be perfect for me but it just fell short in all the wrong ways, the generated music rarely sounds worth
the time, a lot of the time stages feel impossible to gain a lot out of dew to spawn times of colours being just that little bit off
and though in theory the game is truely amazing there just feels like there is a missing element that could have made me want to
continue playing it past the "meh" feeling I had after the first few stages.. the Oculus release is what I had hoped for. Thanks for
making it happen. When you find a way to sell me 13 more licenses at a discount, let me know. Thanks.. Just played the game
for the first time and it was an amazing horror experience. I didn't finish the game.. while playing I was trying to find excuses to
quit it, like "I'm too tired now, I'll continue tomorrow"..The honest truth is that this game was scaring the hell out of me. Could
it be that for just 4.99 EUR, I bought the scariest VR game currently available? Don't miss this.. A great story about the last
days of a former soldier as he tries to do some good before his end, all packed into an interesting fantasy world.
The story is great and the artwork simply beautiful.
Recommended for everyone who likes fantasy and even those wo don't.. The only reason to buy this game is for easy
achievments. Avoid if you couldnt care less about them. Thinking that your game is still worth $60 years after the release is
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t.

-Sincerely, All Gamers.. its so fun its calld a fortnut clone but its not its pubg and fortnite baby the ammo is diffrent like pubg
and it as billding like fortnite. So much fun! This is exactly the kind of game I love. Casual but challenging with a great sense of
humor. I haven't been adicted to a game like this since Faster Then Light. Just get it!. I would like the sprint to be faster and a
exit button
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